NOTE: It is not the purpose or intention of this plat to represent surveyed locations of the surface or mineral parcels depicted herein. The location of the boundary lines, as shown, are based on current data available, field evidence found and/or an aerial platted, unless otherwise noted.

LATITUDE 39°50'00"N

OIL & GAS WELLS WITHIN 1200 FT.

COORDINATES:
2,063° WEST 1,076' SOUTH

PLAT IS CONNECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF AND SHOWS ALL THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY LAW AND THE REGULATIONS ISSUED AND PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

SIGNED:

DATE: APRIL 9, 2012
OPERATOR'S WELL #: M-1574
API WELL #: 47 51 015610
STATE COUNTY PERMIT

WATERSHED: GRAVE CREEK

COUNTY/DISTRICT: MARSHALL/CAIMON

WELLOPERATOR: MCELROY COAL COMPANY

GLASS COAL COMPANY

D-1547

WELLS

M-1574

DANIEL BIERER

THOMAS KOZAR

LLOYD ROBINSON

SARA HUGHES

SHIRLEY FYRE

SHIRLEY FYRE

MCELROY COAL COMPANY

TM/PAR 3-18/24

DB/PG 686/544

66.34 ACRES ±

WELL LOCATION

4408968.58 N 538944.68 E

UTM'S NAD 83

FILE #: M-1574

DRAWING #: M-1574

SCALE: 1" = 500'

MINIMUM DEGREE OF ACCURACY: 1/2500

PROVEN SOURCE OF ELEVATION: U.S.G.S. MONUMENT THOMAS 1498.81

PLACE SEAL HERE


WVDEP

OFFICE OF OIL & GAS
601 5TH STREET
CHARLESTON, WV 25304

Well Type: [ ] Oil [ ] Waste Disposal [ ] Production [ ] Deep

[ ] Gas [ ] Liquid Injection [ ] Storage [ ] Shallow

WATERSHED: GRAVE CREEK

ELEVATION: 1015.905' NAVD 88

COUNTY/DISTRICT: MARSHALL/CAIMON

QUADRANGLE: CAMERON, WV - PA 7.5'

SURFACE OWNER: MCELROY COAL COMPANY

ACREAGE: 66.34 ±

OIL & GAS ROYALTY OWNER:

DRILL [ ] CONVERT [ ] DRILL DEEPER [ ] REDRILL [ ] FRACTURE OR STIMULATE [ ]

PLUG OFF OLD FORMATION [ ] PERFORATE NEW FORMATION [ ] PLUG & ABANDON [ ]

CLEAN OUT & REPLUG [ ] OTHER CHANGE [ ] (SPECIFY):

TARGET FORMATION: NONE

ESTIMATED DEPTH:

WELL OPERATOR: MCELROY COAL COMPANY

ADDRESS: 6126 ENERGY DRIVE

CITY: MOUNDVILLE

STATE: WV

ZIP CODE: 32041

DESIGNATED AGENT: MICHELE O'NEIL

ADDRESS: 6126 ENERGY DRIVE

CITY: MOUNDVILLE

STATE: WV

ZIP CODE: 32041

05/18/2012